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Compactified string theory predicts massless moduli in 4D.
KKLT stabilized all of them with tunable cosmological constant.
Compactified string theory predicts massless moduli in 4D.
KKLT stabilized all of them with tunable cosmological constant.

Mirage mediation in KKLT scenarioMirage mediation in KKLT scenario
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Relative significance α is determined by
the shape of uplifting potential  (     ).Tn

KKLT predicts “Minimal case”



We assume that all gauge/matter fields are living on D7 brane.
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Anomaly mediation effectively shifts the modulus mediation scaleAnomaly mediation effectively shifts the modulus mediation scale
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KKLT scenario predicts light KKLT scenario predicts light higgsinohiggsino

•• Due to reduced mediation Due to reduced mediation 
scale, EW symmetry breaking scale, EW symmetry breaking 
is weaken (is weaken (smallsmallμμ) and B) and B--inoino
becomes heavy.becomes heavy.

•• HiggsinoHiggsino component in the component in the 
lightest lightest neutralinoneutralino is enhanced.is enhanced.

•• If If αα is large enough,is large enough, even even 
hhiggsinoiggsino LSP is possible.LSP is possible.

•• Dark matter relic abundance Dark matter relic abundance 
can be considerably different  can be considerably different  
from Bfrom B--inoino LSP.LSP.

K.Choi, K-S Jeong, KO (2005)
M.Endo, K.Yoshioka, M.Yamaguchi (2005)
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NeutralinoNeutralino relic relic aboundanceaboundance in KKLT scenario.in KKLT scenario.
Assuming R-Parity, LSP is stable and
neutralino is good candidate of cold dark matter

Assuming R-Parity, LSP is stable and
neutralino is good candidate of cold dark matter

E.W.Kolb, M.S.Turner, The Early UniverseE.W.Kolb, M.S.Turner, The Early Universe

Once the expansion of universe dominates
over the annihilation, neutralino decouples 
from equilibrium →thermal relic abundance.

Once the expansion of universe dominates
over the annihilation, neutralino decouples 
from equilibrium →thermal relic abundance.



Example in Example in CMSSCMSSMM （（BB--inoino LSPLSP））

L.Roszkowski, R.R.Austri, T.Nihei (2001)L.Roszkowski, R.R.Austri, T.Nihei (2001)
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B-ino interacts too weak and has tendency to remain too much.B-ino interacts too weak and has tendency to remain too much.

→ requires light SUSY spectrum or degeneracy (coannihilation).→ requires light SUSY spectrum or degeneracy (coannihilation).



Comment on the Comment on the modulimoduli induced induced gravitinogravitino problemproblem

•• After inflation, coherent After inflation, coherent 
oscillation of modulus  oscillation of modulus  
dominates energy density of dominates energy density of 
the universe and its decay the universe and its decay 
reheats the universe again.reheats the universe again.

•• Branching ratio of modulus to Branching ratio of modulus to 
gravitinogravitino is found to be larger is found to be larger 
than than ～～0.01 witch is      larger       0.01 witch is      larger       
than previous estimate.than previous estimate.

•• NonNon--thermal LSP from the thermal LSP from the 
decay of decay of gravitinogravitino is too much.is too much.

•• We assume We assume gravitinogravitino is diluted is diluted 
after the reheating by e.g. after the reheating by e.g. 
thermal inflation and after that thermal inflation and after that 
the universe reaches the the universe reaches the 
neutralinoneutralino decouple decouple 
temperature.temperature.

M.Endo, K.Hamaguchi, F.Takahashi (2006)M.Endo, K.Hamaguchi, F.Takahashi (2006)
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Calculation of Calculation of neuralinoneuralino thermal relic thermal relic 

abundanceabundance

We fully exploit Dark SUSY 4.1 for
calculation of relic abundance,
direct and indirect search prospects
in the KKLT scenario.
Thanks for the authors

We fully exploit Dark SUSY 4.1 for
calculation of relic abundance,
direct and indirect search prospects
in the KKLT scenario.
Thanks for the authors



Minimal case (Minimal case (αα=1)=1)
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Mass spectrum for 0M = 1 TeV



vs Higgs resonance2hΩ

w/o coannihilation

w/ coannihilation



Direct detection (Direct detection (αα=1)=1)

•• Red points saturate Red points saturate 
the WMAP result.the WMAP result.

•• The SI The SI crossectioncrossection
can not be large can not be large 
enough due to small enough due to small 
higgsinohiggsino component component 
and heavy CP odd and heavy CP odd 
Higgs mass Higgs mass 
(         LSP) .(         LSP) .0χ←

1t% LSP

Spin independent (SI) crossectionSpin independent (SI) crossection



Direct detection (Direct detection (αα=1) cont=1) cont’’dd

•• Red points saturate Red points saturate 
the WMAP result.the WMAP result.

•• Suppressed Z Suppressed Z 
exchange due to exchange due to 
small small higgsinohiggsino
component             component             →→
SD SD crossectioncrossection is is 
smaller than smaller than 

Spin dependent (SD) crossectionSpin dependent (SD) crossection

610 [ ]pb−610 [ ]pb−1t% LSP

1( 10 [ ])pb−



Indirect detection (Indirect detection (αα=1)=1)

•• We use isothermal We use isothermal 
halo density profile.         halo density profile.         

••
•• Allowed region barely Allowed region barely 

touches the GLAST touches the GLAST 
expecctedexpeccted reach            reach            

Gamma ray flux from the galactic centerGamma ray flux from the galactic center

3( 30, 10 , 1 )thJ E GeV−ΔΩ = =

10 2 110 cm s− − −

Note that the density profile 
is conservative.
Note that the density profile 
is conservative.



Enhancement of the gamma ray flux due to Higgs resonanceEnhancement of the gamma ray flux due to Higgs resonance

Higgs boson →Heavy quarks→ hadronization, γHiggs boson →Heavy quarks→ hadronization, γ



NonNon--minimal case (minimal case ( ))

•• Two allowed regionsTwo allowed regions
–– BB--inoino like (like (αα＜１）＜１）
–– HiggsinoHiggsino like (like (αα～～22))

1α ≠



B-ino likeB-ino like

Higgsino likeHiggsino like



Direct detection (         )Direct detection (         )

•• Red points saturate Red points saturate 
the WMAP result.the WMAP result.

•• Two branches (BTwo branches (B--inoino, , 
higgsinohiggsino))

•• Higgs exchange is Higgs exchange is 
suppressed due to suppressed due to 
small mixing.small mixing.

•• SI SI crossectioncrossection is is 
smaller than smaller than 

1α ≠

910 [ ]pb−

higgsino

B-ino

Spin independent (SI) crosssectionSpin independent (SI) crosssection



Direct detection (          ) contDirect detection (          ) cont’’dd

•• Red points saturate Red points saturate 
the WMAP result.the WMAP result.

•• Z exchange enhances Z exchange enhances 
the SD the SD crossectioncrossection in in 
higgsinohiggsino LSP case.LSP case.

•• The SD The SD crossectioncrossection
reaches               . reaches               . 610 [ ]pb−

1α ≠
Spin dependent (SD) crossectionSpin dependent (SD) crossection

B-ino

higgsino



Indirect detection (        )Indirect detection (        )

•• Isothermal halo Isothermal halo 
density profile density profile 
(conservative).(conservative).

•• HiggsinoHiggsino LSP leads to LSP leads to 
enhanced enhanced γγduedue to to 
unsuppressed WW unsuppressed WW 
(ZZ) decay.(ZZ) decay.

•• BB--inoino case is more case is more 
enhanced due to the enhanced due to the 
Higgs resonance.Higgs resonance.

1α ≠
Gamma ray flux from the galactic center (continuum)Gamma ray flux from the galactic center (continuum)

B-ino

higgsino



Indirect detection (         )  contIndirect detection (         )  cont’’dd

•• Monochromatic Monochromatic 
gamma provides gamma provides 
background free background free 
smoking gun signal.smoking gun signal.

•• The flux reaches           The flux reaches           

for for higgsinohiggsino case andcase and
measurable with measurable with 
cuspycuspy halo profile.halo profile.

(HESS                    )(HESS                    )

1α ≠
Gamma ray flux from the galactic center (monochromatic)Gamma ray flux from the galactic center (monochromatic)

14 2 110 cm s− − −14 2 110 cm s− − −

16 15 2 110 10 cm s− − − −16 15 2 110 10 cm s− − − −

higgsino

B-ino



ConclusionConclusion

•• Mirage mediation in KKLT opens new avenue for Mirage mediation in KKLT opens new avenue for 
SUSY spectrum (     CMSSM, AMSB).SUSY spectrum (     CMSSM, AMSB).

•• ObserbedObserbed can be saturated with can be saturated with 
reasonable SUSY mass scale  (reasonable SUSY mass scale  (～～1TeV).                   1TeV).                   
(Higgs resonance/(Higgs resonance/coannihilation/higgsinocoannihilation/higgsino LSP)LSP)

•• Direct detection Direct detection crossectionscrossections are too small for are too small for 
near future experiments.near future experiments.

•• Indirect detection ( Indirect detection ( γγfromfrom the galactic center) the galactic center) 
might be promising with might be promising with cuspycuspy halo density halo density 
profile.profile.
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